“Mr. Bunny”

completed size: 9” on point

Fabric Requirements:
~ 9 ½” square of background fabric
~scraps of red, blue, yellow, pink, and brown for
Mr. Bunny himself
~fusible web (enough for Mr. Bunny)
~thread to match
This pattern is for the block only. The fusible web appliqué method was used.
Instructions will be given on how to do fusible web appliqué. Any other type of
appliqué method may be used though.
Fusible Web Applique:
Trace all the pieces of the hen on the backside (smooth side) of the fusible web,
making sure to leave at least ½” between pieces. *** Cut pieces apart, but DO NOT
CUT ON THE DRAWN LINES. *** You will be simply cutting around the piece for
now.
Once all the pieces are cut out, iron them onto the back (wrong side) of the fabric
being used for that particular piece. (IE. Yellow for the flowers). The smooth side of
the fusible web is up when ironing onto the fabric. Once all the pieces are ironed or
fused to the fabric being used, cut the pieces out. This time you will be cutting on the
drawn line. It’s alright if you aren’t exactly on the line when cutting out your pieces.
This will just add more charm to your quilt.
When all the fabric pieces are cut out, take a pin and scratch the paper backing of the
fusible web. This will help in removing the paper backing easier. Once it’s scratched,
simply bend the piece and the paper should separate. Now remove the paper backing.
Position the pieces onto your background fabric. DO NOT IRON UNTIL YOU ARE
COMPLETELY SATISFIED WITH THE PLACEMENT. Once you are satisfied with the
placement of the pieces, fuse them into place following the manufacturer’s directions
(which can be found on the instruction sheet that came with your fusible webbing
when you purchased it).
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Once fused, stitch in place using a satin stitch of choice or any other decorative stitch
of choice. Using freezer paper on the back as a stabilizer helps this stitching come out
really nice. Just cut a piece of freezer paper out big enough to cover the entire
appliqué piece. Place it shiny side up on the ironing board. Lay your block on top of
it, right side up. Make sure the design, or area you are appliquéing, is centered in the
freezer paper. Set the iron on the block until the freezer paper sticks to the back of it.
This should take only a few seconds to do. Once all of the stitching is done, simply
remove the freezer paper from the back of your block. Eyes, or other details, that are
not appliquéd on can be added after the appliqué is finished.
**Note: The flowers in Mr. Bunny’s flower pot was done using Broderie Perse. For this
method, you will need a fabric that has a nice flower print. Choose the flower that you
would like to use and loosely cut around it. Cut a piece of fusible web the
approximate size as the flower and fuse to the back of the flower. Now, carefully, trim
around the flower so that all you have is the flower itself. Peel the fusible web backing
off and place where desired. Once you are happy with the positioning of the flower,
fuse in place and satin stitch over the raw edges. **

~Now your block is finished and ready to be put into a quilt. Although this pattern is
for a single block, a couple setting ideas for a small quilt or wall hanging will be given.
These can be printed out and used as a guideline if so desired.

This layout is for a small quilt that will measure approximately 45” square when
complete. The sashing and inner border are approximately 1 ½” wide (finished). The
outer pieced border is approximately 6” finished. These are just estimates. The quilt
may come out larger or smaller depending on how wide the sashing and borders are.
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This layout is for a small wall hanging that will measure approximately 24” square
when complete. The inner border is 1” finished. The pieced outer border is
approximately 4” finished.

These are just a couple of possible quilt layouts for the Mr. Bunny block. This block
would also look nice on the front of a tote bag, pillow, or table runner.

Enjoy!!
T. Keenan
SewBeezy Quilt Designs
http://sewbeezyquiltdesigns.com
sewbeezy@hotmail.com
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